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all the hentai i know of is done in the manga style, which means that
you can't really get as perverted as you could with hentai drawn in
the anime style. there are, of course, exceptions to this rule, but i

wouldn't really call them valid. i don't think you could draw something
like your typical hentai for manga, and even if you could, i'm not sure

it would really work, because of the sensibilities of the audience. i
mean, manga is generally aimed at a much younger audience than

hentai is, and even if you try to be as realistic as possible, that
doesn't really work very well with the (generally) unrealistic storylines
and general level of perversion involved in hentai. of course, on the

other hand, there are plenty of others that would make my list.
akamatsu's baccano! is incredible, and if you haven't tried it yet, you
should. also, eiichiro oda's one piece is back in print and selling well.

and those are just a couple of the top-selling titles. the only other
names i can think of right off the bat are: clamp, kaguya-shima no
matsuri sou kyou, leiji matsumura, and hiro akari. there are a lot of

great folks out there who are making great manga, and i feel like i'm
constantly getting turned onto series i wouldn't have ever tried

otherwise.
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i've decided to take the easiest answer of all. i picked
bakemonogatari, a beautiful piece of art. nisioisin is probably my

favorite mangaka, so i was happy to see that he was writing a new
series. i'm not sure if he'll make it the official 2010 anime of the year,

but i'm glad that he released it. it's one of the most charming,
lighthearted series i've read in a while. and the art by takahiro arai is

gorgeous. it's the easiest of all the answers, and it's one of my
favorite series. and now i'm just going to have a good laugh about
being so silly. the only problem with the manga is that it's a little

slow. first of all, there are 12 volumes instead of the original novels'
12, but the story was stretched a little bit. not that the novels were
short, but the chapters were really small. they were stuck in small,
more-or-less one-page chapters. and i really don't think that's the
right approach to telling this story. instead, the chapters should be

longer, ideally 2 or 3 pages. i don't want to spoil the plot, but there's a
scene in the manga where a character tells of the legend of the white

tigress. it's a long and dark story, and it's told in just a single page,
and it's impossible to understand unless you're already familiar with
the legend. so, it's been split into two separate volumes. even so, i

wish it could've been split into a few more volumes, since the story is
so big. other than that, though, the story is pretty fantastic. it's a

story about two young boys, one male, one female, whose parents
are killed in a car crash. the two of them find their way to cirque du

freak, a travelling circus where all the freakishness in the world exists.
the story is about them meeting the freakiest people they've ever

encountered, and figuring out their own strengths and weaknesses,
as well as the strengths and weaknesses of the various characters
they meet, while they also hunt for the white tigress. and the story
just gets better and better and better as it progresses. 5ec8ef588b
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